
Full Itinerary & Trip Details

4 Day Sail Croatia Split To Dubrovnik Blue Cruise

The city of Split is the bustling start and end destinations of sail Croatia cruises that follow the coast on the
Adriatic waterways. There are two routes to choose from on the Sail Croatia cruises, a one way to continue
enjoying different parts of Croatia or a return that shows some of the best destinations on cruise Croatia.
Along the Croatia cruise, you will visit the beautiful island of Mljet and the popular night entertainment
islands of Hvar and Korcula. While visiting the city of Makarska and ending the cruise in the unforgettable
city of Dubrovnik.Our Split to Dubrovnik boat charter is a great way to discover Croatia by yacht. Croatia
yacht charters are a very popular activity for cruising the Mediterranean, by catamaran, sailing boat or Gulet.
Many fascinating destinations are waiting to be discovered on your Croatia yachting holiday, we also offer
luxury yacht charters upon request. You can also choose to sail bareboat, standard, VIP and with different
meal plans. Please don't hesitate to contact us about any queries you might have or if you need help to book.
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : Split – Makarska

Sail Croatia begins from the town of split heading to Makarska. After meeting your crew and fellow
passengers the Croatia cruise will depart at 1 pm. Making a stop for the first swim along the way. The boat
will moor in Makarska late afternoon allowing for time to explore this beautiful coastal town. The promenade
offers a variety of restaurants to try for the evening meal. This town has the famous nightclub ‘club deep’
which can be found in a nearby cave.

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

4 days

TOUR ID

22732



Day 2 : Makarska – Mljet

Croatia cruise starts early, heading to Mljet island. As you sail along lunch will be server arriving at one of
the villages of Pomena or Polace. This island is home to a national park that covers a large section of the
island is free to explore. Those who wish either by renting a bicycle or renting a kayak. In the relaxing setting
of the island, the captain offers an onboard BBQ for every to partake in.
Day 3 : Mljet – Dubrovnik

Sail Croatia cruise will be heading from Mljet to Dubrovnik stopping at the island's bays for swimming along
the journey. The Elaphiti archipelagos natural islands are a landmark set of islands that everyone should
enjoy. Arriving at the city of Dubrovnik allows free time to explore this classic city. A recommendation is to
watch the sunset from the cities walls. The old city has been used in many different TV and film location and
now offers a wide variety of restaurants.
Day 4 : Dubrovnik

After Breakfast checkout time is 10 am is the end of the Sail Croatia tour, however, the holiday time in
Croatia can continue. While in the city why not visit the set of Game of Thrones capital city Kings Landing.
For those who want to explore new heights why not take a cable car to the top of the nearby Mount Srd.

Includes

Linen is provided on this cabin charter
Port and marina fees, taxes and fuel are all included in your cabin charter package price
Onboard tour leader

Excludes

Drinks are not provided in your cabin charter package
No towels are provided
Entrance fees and optional activities are not included in the cabin charter package price
All bar tabs are paid on the conclusion of your cruise by cash only
You must bring along your own bath/beach towel
Unlimited drinking water per person per day
On this cruise, you may not bring along your own drinks
For any dietary requirements, please inform us prior to travel, onboard cooks will try to accommodate.
A bar tab is set up for the duration of the Cruise
25 Euros for one way or 35 Euros return Tourist Tax

Routes



Conditions

RESTRICTIONS
European 2 pin plug sockets - Please bring your own adapter
No Credit Card system onboard. Bar tab should be paid locally in cash.
Important: We recommend taking out your own insurance. It is your responsibility to take out the
correct coverage is suitable. You may need to show proof of insurance.
 

Available On Dates

1 May, 2021 - 3 October, 2021 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Hotels

Cabin Charter


